
HOME FOOD PRODUCTION GRANTS
QUESTION SCORING CRITERIA

Strong Adequate Weak

Project Eligibility Pass Fail Unclear

Project Proposal

Project Equity Prioritization Yes No Unclear

Notes/Questions/Concerns

Overall  Recommendation to Fund High Medium Low

Does the project fall within SLC boundaries?
Does the applicant have land use permission?

Does the project comply with relevant
City/County/State Code?

Please describe how this grant will support you
in producing your own food.

Why is this project important to you? What
impact will this grant have?

How would your project incorporate sustainable
and/or environmentally beneficial practices?

Please provide a brief budget or general
estimate of how you will spend the $250 grant

on your proposed project.

(optional) If desired, please use this space to
briefly share anything else that you would like
the Evaluation Committee to know or consider

about your projectthat the application
questions did not address.

Priority Population
Location

Household Income

Use this space to indicate any notes, questions,
or concerns you have about the application that

might give you pause in recommending them
for funding

How well does this applicant meet the goals of
the grant program?

Project proposal is feasible
and clearly connected to the
goal of supporting individual

residents, families, and
neighbors in producing,

growing, or raising their own
food.

Project proposal seems
feasible but may be unclear

how it will support the
applicant in

producing/growing/raising
their own food.

Project proposal is not feasible
and/or doesn't describe how
the project will support the

applicant in producing,
growing, or raising their own

food.

Provides clear and compelling
reason for importance of

project to food access/equity

Provides an understandable
reason for taking on this
project, but only has an

adequate connection to the
impact on food access/equity

Does not provide a good
reason for the project or isn't

clear about impact of the
project for food access/equity

Project will definitely
incorporate

sustainable/environmentally
beneficial practices as a core

part of the project.

Project may include some
sustainable practices, but it

isn't a core part of the project

Project doesn't use
sustainable practices or a poor

or inaccurate description of
sustainable practices is

provided.

Budget for project is laid out
clearly, project proposal is
feasible with the funding

offered, and identifies how all
funds will be spent.

Budget for project lacks some
clarity, it is uncertain if project
proposal is feasible with the

funding offered, and/ or
unclear how funds will be

spent.

No real budget or description
of spending is provided or the

proposal does not seem
feasible or reasonable within

requested budget.

No points awarded for this question but information added here can inform scoring


